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The following article was contributed by member Susan Simmons, whose family members are descendants of Frank
Ferris, the architect and builder of the Crescent Bathhouse. The entire text and photos were taken from the
document that was presented to Susan’s family, along with a certificate of appreciation from the Lake Elsinore
Historical Association, when they recently visited the bathhouse.

The Crescent Bathhouse, erected in 1887 was designed after the moorish style of architecture of the
Victorian era. Graphic from http://wikimapia.org/4219377/Crescent-Bathhouse

Lake Elsinore’s Crescent Bathhouse
We would like to take this opportunity to express our sincere good wishes to all of the people who helped us in
preparing this publication. In the pages that follow we have tried to show some of the development of the valley
using Lake Elsinore's Historical Bathhouse as the center point. We have found that in a world of increasing
congestion, this small working community, blessed with many assets, has retained its rural atmosphere and that
life, of course, wasn't all leisure. The economy so closely tied to the condition of the lake has created tribulation as
well as pleasure and a quality of life unsurpassed in other areas. And now, with the new plan in effect, there is no
doubt that this area will once again be a garden spot and enjoy many new enterprises, bringing new people to
become a part of our community.
Lory and Wilma Watts

The Valley of La Laguna Rancho With
Its Lake Laguna Grande
The earliest specific reference to the amount of
water in Lake Elsinore is apparently contained in
notes of a traveler who passed through Southern
California about 1810, and who mentioned
"Laguna Grande", the original Mexican name for
the lake, as being little more than a swamp, about
a mile long. Between that time and 1862,
information concerning its rise and fall is meager,
but in that year it was very high and probably
overflowed as it did in 1872 and again in 1883-84,
known to be the "year of the flood".

On record in the county of San Diego is data
concerning the transfer of La Laguna Rancho, by
grant, to Agusta Machado and in this deed
reference is made to a prior deed from Julian
Manrequez by the Governor of the Department of
Lower California, which bears the date of January
7, 1844, and describing this land, later granted to
Abel Sterns, as being 19,338.80 acres "more or
less". As far as is known, Abel Sterns, Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. Sumner and Mr. Sumner's two brothers
were the first Caucasians to own what is now
Lake Elsinore.
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It was reported that the lake and creeks were lined
with willows, and other native trees, the hills were
covered with lush greenery, and the Elsinore area
was known as "the meadows." Game was
plentiful, abounding in deer, rabbits and wild
fowl, while around the "fresh water lake" were
herds of horses, sheep, cattle and hogs.
Agusta Machado built a ranch home site (1858),
corrals and an adobe house near the west end of
the lake, after the fashion of all old Spanish
houses in California, simply an oblong range of
three-one story rooms, with a ceiling of logs and a
piazza roof in front and back.
Beyond the Machado house were clay ovens for
baking bread, covered with raw bull hides, the
hairy side downward, intended to keep the oven
dry in case of rain, and a short distance away,
making the boundary of what could be called a
yard was a range of open shanties, in which lived
the Indians employed by the rancho owner.
Outside the Indian quarters was the orchard and a
pasture for horses and cattle.
Located around the rancho were different camp
houses. In the winter, the sheltered camps were
used by the herders for temporary housing. One of
the favorite camps was the sulfur springs, now the
site of the town of Lake Elsinore. The hot water
was known to have medicinal powers, very
beneficial for both men and animals.
The California Southern Railroad station named
Elsinore, was established January 1, 1884 and the
Elsinore post office came into being January 2,
1884.
In 1870, Los Angeles was a little village of 2,000
and Riverside was known as Jurupa.

The Sulfur Spring and The Settlement
One of the favorite camp sites was the sulfur
spring near the north side of the lake. The
medicinal powers of the hot water was discovered
purely by accident. A pond of water, surrounded
by rushes and smelling of sulfur was noticed to be
the drinking hole for sickly looking animals and at
first was thought to be making them sick. The
Indians told the early white settlers that the water
was medicine water and that the stock came there
from all areas to get well. As a result of this
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information, a sample of the spring water was sent
to Los Angeles to be analyzed and the medical
properties discovered.
There is a story told that during the occupancy of
the ranch by the Sumners (1870-1880), there was
some sort of upheaval in the lake (probably an
earthquake), which caused the water to spout up
geyser-like and to turn blood-red. While the
Indians and Mexicans thought the crimson to be
the blood of an evil spirit, the more practical
thought would be that the water was stained by
some mineral.
There are known to have been over 300 springs in
the lake bed and valley of every variety, including
black sulfur, soda and salt and those of flowing
hot sulfur water.
In subdividing Rancho La Laguna for colonizing,
Franklin Heald and his co-founders, Donald
Graham and William Collier acquired the property
in 1883 and had chosen the area surrounding the
continuously flowing hot mineral water spring for
the town site.
The early English (from 1873) and American
(from 1883) settlers have told of using the hot
spring for bathing and for laundry work. On
Monday mornings, wagons drove there with tubs,
washboards, benches and laundry. The women
washed the clothes and hung them on bushes to
dry. The men came for picnic lunches, exchange
of news and other business of the day.
When the Healds came in '83, their only neighbors
were the Juan Machados (the last of the Mexican
rancho owners) and the Charles Sumner family
who lived on the south side of the lake.
Pennington Menthorn did most of the surveying
for the new city layout.
Heald Avenue traverses the length of the city of
Elsinore, and whether the street was named for
Franklin, for his father Wilson Heald, who came
to settle or for the entire family is not known.
Graham Avenue and Collier Avenue also traverse
the town and they are named for the families of
Donald Graham and William Collier, the two
partners of Heald in the purchase of the former
cattle and sheep ranch.
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It appears that as the town site was laid out,
Spring Street was named for its proximity to the
main hot sulfur water spring and many of the other
streets were named after the prominent families
who came to settle in the area as a result of Mr.
Heald's rather extensive advertising.

The California Southern Railroad station
named Elsinore was established January 1,
1884, and the post office came on January 2,
1884. A steamboat operated by P. W. Minthorn
made regular stops at Maiden Lane, Rome Hill
and the main stop at Macy Street.

First Bathhouse - A City is Organized

The city of Elsinore was incorporated in 1888
with Heald as the president of the first city
council and in 1893 the area, formerly San
Diego county property, was taken into the
newly formed Riverside county.

The developers of 1883 advertised in Los
Angeles, Pasadena and eastern newspapers that
hot mineral water coming from the ground at 110
degrees was available. The water from the spring
overflowed continually and once in a while there
was a spurt and the water rose in the air and then
subsided. The flow of water ran down Warm
Spring Creek.
The first enclosed mineral bathing facility was a
hot water hole in the ground with posts set up
around it and covered with burlap. Hot water
bubbled up out of the ground and it was said
that you couldn't stay in the water more than
fifteen minutes. Baths were taken, the water
was drunk and in a short time the bather felt
much better.
A bathhouse, having a bathing room
containing a zinc tub immediately over, and a
dressing room adjoining the principal hot
sulfur spring, was built in 1883.
Franklin H., Heald was the founder of Elsinore
in the days when Americans were coming west
hoping to find lots of acreage for new homes.
In the process of organizing the subdivision,
he found it necessary to take in two partners,
Donald Graham and William Collier in order
to finance the deal.
Mrs. Donald Graham (Margaret Collier), sister
of William, named the colony and lake,
Elsinore, after Shakespeare's mention in
Hamlet.
Heald built the first store, the Lakedale Hotel
and founded the Exchange Bank, He also
started the first newspaper and gave the town,
city lots, for church sites.
Colonists could dig their own wells and found
water at 25-30 feet.

The Crescent Bathhouse - Then and
Now
The Crescent Bathhouse which was erected in
1887 after the design by Frank Ferris, one of
the proprietors, is a model designed after the
Moorish style of architecture of the Victorian
Era. It is doubtful if the Moors ever had a
bathhouse half as handsome.
The construction of the building utilizes the
single wall concept of 1-1/4 inch thick tongue
and groove, beaded redwood boards installed
vertically with a minimum of structural load
bearing columns and there is a complete
absence of corner bracing. This construction
concept, while not approved by today's
standards, has withstood many earthquakes
and years of usage.
The bound register of 1888 and 1889, today in
the family of Franklyn Heald's brother reads,
"Crescent Bathhouse, Ferris and Heald,
Prop's." Heald, a city founder, built the
bathhouse three years after Elsinore became a
city.
The bathhouse utilized the hot sulfur water
which came to the surface at a temperature of
132 degrees, and offering convenience for
permanent guests that gave a choice of plunge,
sweat, mud or porcelain tub baths. The baths
proved a most effective remedy for
rheumatism, kidney troubles, rickets, arthritis
and many other kinds of diseases. Dr. L. K.
Weber, formerly of Oakland, was one of the
first resident physicians.
Drinking the water as it came from the spring,
hot and pure worked many wonderful cures.
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Board and room was offered in connection
with the Lakeview Inn Hotel. The luxury and
convenience of the bathhouse recreation rooms
was enjoyed by the townsfolk for social
gatherings and musical entertainment.
On the first floor of the bathhouse were
separate parlors for men and women with two
flights of stairs leading to the upper floor
bedrooms, one flight for the men and one for
the women. Sleeping rooms were arranged
such that outside rooms could only be entered
from the balcony.
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There were ten bathrooms containing porcelain
tile bathtubs, all below floor level (Roman
style) that were provided with steps to allow
submersion in the health giving mineral water
to whatever depth was desired. Plumbing
provided mineral water, and in later years,
fresh water, for the final rinse. The bathrooms,
still basically unchanged over the years, have
skylights adjustable with ropes and pulleys to
provide light and fresh air. All bathrooms are
connected by small five-foot, eight-inch doors.
Behind the bathrooms are examination and
therapy rooms used for massage treatment, etc.
Some of the original furniture has been
acquired for display in those rooms. As was
prevalent in that era, only two toilets were
located in the building, both on the lower
level.
At the back of the building, connected to the
front by the downstairs and upstairs halls were
the mud bathrooms and the sweat bath areas.
The latter room was separated from the plunge
area by French doors. The plunge was roofed
over and provided a fountain area where
bathers could enjoy the massaging effects of
hot mineral water moving over them while
sitting in the pool.
The site of the old Crescent Bathhouse
probably has more history tied up with it than
any other spot in Elsinore Valley. Built in
1887 in the Moorish style it is graced by high
pillared arches, full bannistered porches
around the entire upper and lower floor, a
generous amount of gingerbread trim, loud
color scheme for the day, and tinted glass
windows gave the building an elaborate image.

Tickets to allow entrance into the bath, plunge, or mud areas
were purchased in the lobby

The parlors and lobby were floored with
brightly colored tile in cream, red, blue and
gray. The redwood walls were varnished
natural and only the ceilings were painted.
Kerosine lamps and chandeliers were utilized
for lighting enhanced by the tinted glass
windows and doors.

The bathhouse must have been quite a sight to
travelers of the late '80s when driving down
the sparsely settled streets of Elsinore. The
huge two story building of Moorish design,
with the highly decorated arches, a large
crescent beneath the upper story porch gable
and the towering cupolas (3) which topped the
ridge crown, add to this the color scheme of
dark red, white, yellow and green for the main
building and horizontal roof striping of the
same color, must have been striking.
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The Crescent Bathhouse (The Chimes, as it is
now called,) is a two story colonial structure
of redwood. The structure is graced by pillared
arches, full bannistered porches around the
entire upper floor and across the front and
back of the lower floor. An adequate amount
of white gingerbread trim, light blue
background and tinted glass windows gives the
building an elaborate image.
The building has changed somewhat from the
original design. One example is the removal of
an enclosed pool which has been replaced by a
courtyard garden. The old mud bathroom
located in the rear of the building has had the
tubs floored over and is now a storage area and
the sweat bathroom has been converted to a
machine shop for repair of the old furnishings.
When entering from the wide front porch
through the tinted glass double doors into the
first floor of the bathhouse lobby you can see
two large rooms with fireplaces, originally
used as separate parlors for men and women.
The entry way, office and one remaining
staircase leading to the upper floor bedrooms
is located between the parlors.
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Behind the bathrooms are examination and
therapy rooms used for massage, treatments,
etc., that appear to have been added to the
building in about the 20s. Some of the original
furniture has been acquired for display in
those rooms. As was prevalent in that era only
two toilets were located in the building, both
on the lower level.
A park-like atmosphere is established in the
rear yard which has been planted to palms,
pines, shrubs and many fruit trees. A lath
screen structure which has the appearance of a
carriage house has been added. A wide
blacktop parking area surrounds the building
on two sides.
The upper floor bedrooms are much the same
as original. However, one end of the upstairs
has been remodeled into an apartment and a
full bath added.

From the lower entry way are free swinging
double doors leading to the 85 foot long hall
which is joined on one side by the 10 mineral
bathrooms and on the other side by the
courtyard garden, originally the enclosed
plunge area. At the back of the building,
connected to the front by the downstairs and
upstairs halls is a large room used as a
machine shop. This room connected to the
garden area by French doors was originally
used for steam bath and it's opposite the area
used for mud baths.
There are ten (10) ceramic tile bathtubs, all
below floor level (Roman style), and are
provided with steps to allow submersion. in.
the health giving mineral water to what ever
depth was desired. Plumbing provided mineral
water and in later years fresh water for the
final rinse. The bathrooms, basically
unchanged over the years, have skylights
adjustable with ropes and pulleys to provide
light and fresh air and all the bathrooms are
connected by small five foot, eight inch doors.

Deep porcelain tile bathtubs allowed complete relaxation in
the hot health giving mineral waters
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Consecutive Ownership
Franklin Heald
Security Loan & Trust Company
Herbert & Hatie Trophagen
Mary Gardner (widow)
Jonah Jones
T. J. McKee
Harry Brent
G. R. Gough (Bonnie)
Frank & Beatrice Towle
Warren Hopkins
Lory & Wilma Watts

06-01-1887
09-17-1892
07-21-1899
03-11-1908
03-17-1922
11-14-1947
01-17-1947
04-06-1951
04-16-1963
08-01-1972
11-01-1972

1945 To Present - Description,
Plans, etc.

a very few unique Southern California
buildings of 1880 vintage.

The end of the bathhouse usage as a spa came
in 1945 and it was then operated as a rooming
house until unfavorable conditions forced the
bank to take over the ownership and Galal and
Bonnie Gough took it over in 1949. Mrs.
Gough named it the "Chimes" and turned it
into an office for her interior decorating
service.

Murals are being painted on the walls of the
long lower level hall depicting the evolution of
the hot mineral water spring and the
development of the bathhouse spa.

Later, (1963), Mr. and Mrs. Frank Towles took
the shop over and continued to operate the
"Chimes Antique Shop" utilizing the many
rooms of the bathhouse for the display of
Victorian and Early American furnishings and
accessories.
Lory and Wilma Watts purchased the
bathhouse property in 1972 and have
continued with the operation of the Chimes
Antique Shop. They stocked the two front
rooms with antiques and collectibles and have
undertaken the effort to repair and restore the
building to near original decor. An Elsinore
Room has been established filled with artifacts
from the La Laguna area. The historical
marker has been moved to the front of the
building. The site has been listed as a National
Historical Landmark.
The latest plans for the property include
landscaping with palm, pines, trees and shrubs
with the jungle motif in mind and completion
of the repair and painting of the building to
restore it to near original beauty. This is one of

The artesian well is located at the back of the
property and is still flowing sulfur water with
a temperature of 116 degrees. An original
early settler's home, built in 1885 has been
added to this area and is being restored to
original configuration.

Today, the bath house is a boutique named “Home Interiors
of Mrs. 144" owned by Helen Gross and her husband Dan.
Graphic taken from
http://wikimapia.org/4219377/Crescent-Bathhouse

